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Wenn man Pläne nicht verwirklichen kann, dann muss man unter 
Hinzuziehung der Vergangenheit das Zukünftige kennenlernen, und 
durch das Offenkundige das Verborgene erkennen.  

[When one cannot realise one's plans, then one must get to know the 
future by drawing upon the past and understand the hidden by the 
manifest.]  

 Mo Ti  

 

0. APPROACH. THE INTELLECTUAL’S SEEING AND DOING  

At least one critic of Walter Benjamin has rightly noted (Desideri 314) that politics and  epistemology are 
the two prongs of attack in his work generally, and  particularly in what his editors call  "Über den Begriff 
der Geschichte" ("On the Concept of History"  --  further CH).1/ I would gloss this insight as follows:   

• Politics is doing: how is history to be decisively changed. Its most vivid image in CH is The Chess-
Player. It is associated with the  present and the end-goal.  

• Epistemology is seeing: how is history to be crucially understood (so as to be, in the best case,  
decisively changed). Its most vivid image in CH is The Angel of History. It is associated with the  
past and the means.  

Seeing is, logically, a preparatory stage and means for doing. This stage has a certain autonomy but 
becomes "totalized" -- that is, self-referential -- only in the long moments of a perceived total historico-
political impotence. But in all cases politics, taken in the wider Aristotelian sense of ways how humans 
structure their life in common,  remains if not the sole telos, then at least the touchstone as well as sublation 
of correct epistemology.  

Now, epistemological seeing necessarily happens in moments which are at a concentrated standstill, 
probably indispensable for overview (synopsis). Early on, Benjamin called it  the "Jetzt der Erkennbarkeit" 
(GS VI: 46). He repeated this in a number of notes in the 1930s, for ex. in the "epistemological" section 
N3,1, which formulates it provisionally as follows:  

It is not so that what is past throws its light on what is present, nor what is present on what is 
past, but the image is that place where what has happened flashes together with the Now (Jetzt) 
into a constellation. In other words: the image is arrested dialectics.... The relationship of what 
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has happened to Now... does not have a temporal but an imagistic (bildlich ) character.... The 
image read off, that is the image in the Now-moment when it can be cognized (im Jetzt der 
Erkennbarkeit ) possesses to the highest degree the imprint  of the critical, dangerous moment 
which underlies all reading. (GS V: 578; cf. V: 1038)  

It seems to me that the central problem in CH can be pinpointed as the illicit transfer of this arrested 
moment from epistemology to politics: for, politics emphatically does not happen at any standstill. Is this 
Benjaminian shortcut to be taken as definitive? That may not be either what Benjamin wanted or what he 
was himself clear about in this very important but preliminary and unfinished piece (see GS I: 1226f.). He 
was constantly changing it -- possibly also in view of mail censorship from France in 1940 -- until forced to 
let it go abroad by gravest physical danger (so that its parerga and paralipomena are by no means clearly 
sorted out even in the GS edition, cf. Kaulen passim and Schöttker 287). But if he meant it to be definitive -
- and a huge number of critics as well as almost all readers have tacitly treated it as such, creating a 
reception which is by now built into the way we are obliged to look at the text -- I submit this illicit transfer 
would today vitiate the overall horizons of CH, despite the many splendid insights we may then be left 
with.  

True, politics is also -- and very much so -- about seizing the "messianic" moment: examples for good 
and ill abound, from Lenin to Kohl. But the hi/story goes on and the moments recur every so many years: 
for ex. (on the Left) in 1848, 1871, 1917, 1945 or 1968 or (on the Right) as taking back those moments, 
from 1849 to 1991. Therefore, the causal (always multicausal) and other links between those moments 
cannot be simply forgotten. This redounds on the epistemology too, for it reveals that while the 
understanding Benjamin reaches for might be -- as he argued  -- an arrested "constellational" moment, it is 
not only such but also ongoing. Useful understanding is also diachronic and syntagmatic, and in some ways 
incremental: past results become a part of possible future causes in a new constellational present.  

When Benjamin downplays or simply refuses this aspect, it represents to my mind a limitation of his 
thinking. This limitation  is of a piece with: 1/ the absence of Subject in his grammar (he proudly claimed 
he had never used the first person singular in any sentence of his), but which strongly suggests also the 
absence of any historical "I" that could and should be in a fruitful interchange with "we"2/; 2/ the absence of, 
indeed taboo on, the future; 3/ the absence of, indeed taboo on, narrative; 4/ last but not at all least: not the 
absence but still the limited nature of the addressee for CH.  

I shall return to the first three factors, and deal here with the last and possibly today the most 
illuminating  one. CH is obviously written for an allegorical contemporary Intellectual -- who would, to 
begin with, be capable of  filling in at least some of Benjamin's ubiquitous ellipses. Lindner has noted how 
in given types of Benjaminian images things rebel against what he learned from Lukács's History and Class 
Consciousness was their reification: "They 'disclose' something, they can be 'read off', they 'announce', they 
give a 'sign', they 'teach', 'promise', 'know', 'look at', 'await'... They stand in correspondence with the lonely 
thinker." (87) We could also say: with the lonely intellectual. In a Gramscian vein, one could well defend 
this by noting that  in this century nobody can intervene into or "mesh" with history without being 
(functionally) an intellectual, that is, engaged in producing new constellations of concepts and images. To 
adapt Benjamin's Paris 1935 lecture: he who does not teach the intellectuals teaches nobody. But then we 
might go on to ask: teach the intellectuals first? also? at least? Traditional intellectuals, free-floaters or 
Gramsci's new "organic" intellectuals from plebeian political movements? Or did he mean the already 
existing intellectuals only?    
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In other words: it behooves a critic to adapt the instruments of the writer and writings under 
investigation. Benjamin's ideal historian was "a prophet turned backward" (GS I: 827, 1235, and 1237, and 
cf. Kaulen), who interprets what is past if he develops for it a (sensu lato) political elective affinity that 
stems from the critic's own, present situation. The interpretive picture or image can only be gained by 
means of a constructive shaping which is mandatory for a materialist historian. I am thus a faithful 
Benjaminian when I note that we in the year 2000 and the Post-Fordist period unavoidably also have our 
own constellations, and we must blast out of his 1940 horizons what we need, while learning from his 
method of many-faceted recurrence of motifs.  

Benjamin was to a significant extent an "inner émigré," totally disgusted at the hegemony under 
which he had to live, even before the Nazi coming to power which turned the latency into a grimly manifest 
marginal existence and finally suicide. These counter-hegemonic horizons -- in particular in CH -- make of 
him a precursor of the humanist intellectuals today, more marginalized in our societies than at any time in 
the last 100 years. What he wrote and did can be explained: I strongly disbelieve any of us could have done 
better in 1939/40. But it does not necessarily entail uncritically taking up such positions now. In order to 
understand them better, and with a view to separating the wheat from the chaff, I shall analyze at more 
length the central strategy of this text.  

 

 

1. INTELLECTUALS AND POLITICS, IMAGES AND STRUCTURE  

 

1.1.  Crisis  and Critique  

At the root of Benjamin is the experience of life under the bourgeoisie -- and its culture -- as Hell  (see for 
ex. V: 1010f.) of stunted fulfillment and psychophysical oppression; I shall return to this metaphor and 
image. In CH, this is intensified and fully revealed by the defeats of 1933-40: the lack of German working-
class resistance to Nazism, the collapse of social-democracy and radical liberalism (for ex., of the Popular 
Front in France), and the Nazi-Soviet Pact were particularly clear instances and emblems  for the general 
defeat of 20th-Century anti-bourgeois and Modernist utopian projects -- say, for Benjamin, from Surrealism 
to Lenin: "The experience of our generation: capitalism will die no natural death" (GS V: 819).  

Whose experience is this? Let me take a cue from Benjamin's essay on Surrealism, which is subtitled 
"The Last [or Latest] Snapshot of European Intelligentsia." As I began to argue above, the answer is: this is 
the experience  of the European independent intelligentsia, issued from but turned radically against the 
bourgeoisie -- the bearer of Modernism. But Benjamin would then go on to claim this social class is the 
only one positioned so as to have a chance of formulating the lessons of defeat or preconditions for victory. 
This finds much sustenance in the blinkers that organized activists must necessarily up to a point impose 
upon themselves in order to go on with tonight's business -- and did so in spades as militants both in the 
Social-Democratic and Stalinist parties. Nonetheless, Benjamin took the Middle Ages as a legitimate 
metaphor for our times much before Eco: in it, the dialectic of the Church Triumphant vs. the Church 
Militant permanently persists, and for us the tension between long-range understanding vs. short-range 
militancy remains an open question to the present day. In my judgment this undergirds the huge strengths as 
well as the huge gaps in CH.  
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Even with his large idiosyncrasies, Benjamin was -- and in many ways still remains -- a 
representative theoretician of this class, which we might call the potentially revolutionary intelligentsia. 
His project in CH is pioneering: to learn how to deal with the epochal defeat, treason, loss, lack during 
the dürftige Zeit  while avoiding what he calls in Section 7 acedia -- that is, letting go of the whole 
project of revolutionary liberation. For Hell is, dialectically, also shot through with "chips of messianic 
time." His question is: How is our Salvation to be brought about? His first, necessary but not sufficient, 
answer in the first major essay during the deep politico-economic crisis was in the 1929 essay on 
Surrealism: by "lay illumination" (profane Erleuchtung, GS II.1: 297). The method which can cope 
with this material world (Dingwelt), he finds there, is “to exchange the hitsorical view on what was 
(das Gewesene) for the political one. However, Surrealism’s apparent estheticism hides the fact that 
this “has always been a flag beneath which goods are sailing that cannot be declared because its name 
is still lacking” (ibidem 301, italics. DS). Therefore it must be – as Benjamin does in CH, I add --  
declared by means of images and constellations. 

The 1939/40 question is then particularized and sharpened as: what is responsible for this defeat 
within the overarching horizon of understanding history? Once this is explicated, the factor responsible 
should be unmasked and refused: "A theory of history [must be developed] starting from which fascism 
may be examined (gesichtet)" (GS I: 1244) -- that is, properly seen as articulated into features that can be 
identified, so that it can be defeated. For this understanding, what tools  are invalid, valid as before, or valid 
if refunctioned? What is the proper "Begriff der Geschichte"? Is it, as an orthodox and non-Benjaminian 
translation would put it, a discussion of the proper "Concept of History"? Or is the Begriff  not only 
(obviously) a dynamic, indeed tortured, begreifen, thus a "conceiving of history," but also -- within 
Benjamin's to my mind mistaken but for him obviously regulatory theory of language and translation -- the 
etymological  (be)greifen, the seizing, handling, and incipient comprehension of not yet clearly known 
matters through glimpses in the storm that propels us horrified into the future?  

Benjamin's answer is to go back to the first principles of being a materialist historian. This can be 
analyzed on two levels. On the macro-level, the radicalized critic undertook from the very beginning, best 
marked by the "Epistemological Foreword" ("Erkenntniskritische Vorrede") of the Ursprung des deutschen 
Trauerspiels,  a radical "destruction" of any systematic ideological (Hegelian, Kantian) doctrine with the 
watertight coherence of a "deductive chain," opposing to it "the art of  interruption (setting off, 
Absetzens)." Behind this answer to the deepest danger threatening die Intelligenz – in Benjamin‘s 
wondrous pun both  the social class of intelligentsia as well as the human faculty of understanding – there 
lays the insight that it is absolutely necessary to cognize new matters (nova) also in a new way (nove). This 
means for him a twofold yet consubstantial cognitive and epistemological turn in the praxis of 
understanding. As a stance (the Haltung, which he discussed with Brecht) it is an estranging one in order 
to see the present as historical, that is, to advance with Nietzsche and Brecht from an antiquarian to an 
intervening history, here seen as deeply political. However, it is also a style or way of writing 
(Schreibmethode), which has been optimistically characterized as “breaking with the duality of concept 
and viewing (Anschauung).... For, since the concepts of the new do not exist yet, a view that immerses 
itself in the new world facts  has to accomplish the pioneering work of a renewed way of thinking.... From 
the tension between [Benjamin’s] images and concepts there implicitly arises a new concept of reality.”  
(Vilmar 626). This tension characterizes his language: first, in the syntax, a parataxis refusing the first 
person (ich-los) and articulated into brief sections; second, in the preference for short discursive form (cf. 
Jolles) or genres; third, in the use of “excentric imagery”! (or figurativeness, Bildlichkeit  -- 
Einbahnstrasse, GS IV.1: 104), whether taken from Klee or from older (theological, baroque) images, but 
in all important cases refunctioned as collages, montages or constellations 
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However,  before I get to examining his method on the textual micro-level, it seems necessary to 
branch off into two presuppositions for understanding. First, into a brief consideration of the 
expectations that the reader might reasonably entertain of CH, which begin with understanding its 
discursive genre. What genre may be consubstantial to a refusal of deductive coherence, and obversely 
to what he had in the "Epistemological Foreword" called "the repetition of motifs as opposed to shallow 
universalism" (GS I: 212 and 213)? Second, into a more sustained consideration why Benjamin exalted 
images above concepts.  

 

1.2. Genre  

While not entering upon a full discussion, it should be said that CH only partly fulfills the requirement for 
pithy theses in the full sense of Luther's Wittenberg theses or Marx's theses on Feuerbach. I propose it is 
nearer to Benjamin's favourite form of a treatise or tractate, which is opposed to fixed doctrine or system 
and whose method is "representation as digression" (Trauerspiel, GS I: 207-08). Such a treatise is usually a  
more exhaustive and longer form, while "theses" are a polemical halfway house to the brief and totally 
fragmentary, isolated aphorism. Benjamin himself sometimes titled the preparatory sketches of single 
sections as theses (GS I: 1233-35) but more often left them without a generic title. The occasional pithiness 
of his CH, its affinity to a strange new kind of "allegorical aphorism" (Garber 15) is the best argument for 
calling them theses, but it is not fully convincing (cf. Missac 31-38, 140-44, and passim, as well as 
Schöttker 287). Whatever changes might have intervened in Benjamin's understanding of theology during 
the highly charged 15+ years between the Trauerspiel book -- very near to a manic Idealist essentialism -- 
and CH, the Traktat  always remained for him a royal road for claims to a central truth. It is for Benjamin 
central because "it contains an albeit latent indication of theological matters without which it is not possible 
to relate to truth (der Wahrheit gedacht werden kann)" (208).  

Thus, the apparent generic quibble is important if it helps us to avoid both the too modest 
academicism and yet at the same time the hugely overblown expectations implied by Adorno's wrong title 
for this unfinished work, "Theses on the Philosophy of History." While some of the single sections have a 
more or less pronounced thesis character, the whole follows the "Arabic" (or Semitic?) form of tractate that 
consists of a loosely linked "articulate structure" of brief sub-units or architectural tracts, in whose  
"ornamental density of... presentation the distinction between thematic and excursive expositions is 
abolished" (entry "Innenarchitektur" in Einbahnstrasse).  The treatise's tone may be didactic, noted 
Benjamin in the 1920s, and we can add oracular. Yet its central bearing is not one of an authoritative 
doctrine (the only pedagogical element it retains would be "the authoritarian citation" [das autoritäre 
Zitat ]) but one of performing (Darstellung) a search whose method is necessarily a series of non-linear fits 
and starts.  

This is apparently a roundabout way, but it possesses a method or logic of its own. It would be 
interesting to compare it to the generic tradition of tractates, say from Spinoza or even the Middle Ages to 
Wittgenstein, an endeavour so far precluded by the fixation on the genre of theses. I suspect that the 
comparison would reveal that Benjamin is heretically innovative also within the treatise genre, renewing it 
by means of surrealist and filmic proceedings. He treats it as a mosaic, where the fragmentation into 
(apparently) "capricious little parts" does not diminish its majesty. CH is an assemblage, collage or 
montage of larger and smaller fragments, a mixture of different motifs, quotes, anecdotes, and metaphors 
which stresses the pauses and disjunctions, a non-systematic system. It is a purposely discontinuous series 
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of 18 prismatic statements or sections, each in its own timeless present. Compared to the preceding 
sections, each statement begins anew from a meditation upon the present, makes a memorable point, and 
then breaks off having spent itself like a wave, a geyser spurt or a male orgasm, aborting further 
development of a continuous argument in any linear way.  

 

 1.3. Images as Method   

The central argument of this article can be approached by noting that Benjamin is in this little and 
compressed treatise undertaking a Nietzschean dismantling of the clichetized concepts bearing or holding 
up any systematic doctrine: the central one being here "progress." Instead of its present unauthentic title, it 
might just as well have been called "Against the Concept of History."  

The lay illumination was for Benjamin primarily incidence and incursion of images, which impinge 
on people’s experience in the hyperbolic density and acceleration of modern metropolitan life  His 
proceeding is, he noted, “an interpretation that begins with the images” (GS II.3: 1245). Ever since his 
Surrealism essay, “to organise pessimism” means to kick out of politics the clichetised and idealised 
metaphor as comparison (to known and stable entities), which he sarcastically called the “moral” metaphor, 
“and to discover in the space of political action ...the image-space (Bildraum )” and a concrete corporeal 
space; this is the task of the “revolutionary Intelligenz”  (GS II.1: 309, also  I: 1234). In place of the old 
positivistic materialism, the experience of Surrealism – as well as of Büchner, Nietzsche and Rimbaud – 
discovers that “the collective too is corporeal. And the nature that is organized by technology ... can only be 
created in that image-space in which the lay illumination finds us at home“ (GS II.1: 310). The Surrealists 
glorified the image, and in particular the unexpected image, coming about from the collision of two very 
distant domains (Reverdy, Breton).  Indulging in this illumination is for Benjamin to be done in more 
disciplined ways. He defined that discipline while dealing with Brecht’s texts as the cognitive orientation 
that, on the basis of the audience’s interest in changing its environment, advances from “amazement” to 
“discovery of the state of affairs (der Zustände)” (GS II: 522-31).  

What kinds if images are they? I cannot enter into this here, but beside allegory, Benjamin discusses 
the “thought-image” (Denkbild), the dream image (Traumbild), the puzzle (Vexierbild), the mirage 
(Trugbild) and finally  the dialectical image, which he saw as the culmination of his theory and practice 
(Missac 323-25). These are obviously unsystematic incursions, often leaning on the simple presence of the 
lexical component Bild  regardless of its meanings. As Adorno – alas rightly -- remarked, these are often 
"grandiose improvisations" (Über Benjamin 24). All of them are short forms not far from the aphorism (see 
Missac 327-30), for example of Lichtenberg’s type. They use a stratagem constitutive.for poetry (where the 
Formalists called it priëm), but present also in rhetorics under the heading of inventio. Some light on this 
proceeding can be thrown by the Great Ancestor  Nietzsche,  who raged against concepts and preferred 
Vision: “The metaphor is for the true poet... a vicarious image (stellvertretendes Bild) that he really 
envisages in lieu of a concept" (Geburt der Tragoedie 8, 1, 60).  This still assumes an existing Being, but 
refuses that conceptual language can be adequate to it: logically, alternative sources are found in both 
experience and non- conceptual creation – that is, images (see Taureck 68-72). “images” means here mostly 
metaphors, but just as Nietzsche, Benjamin does not differentiate between the two (nor do most of his 
critics). This easily leads to ambiguities: sometimes he means by Bild optical images, but mostly word-
metaphors, whose emotional and rational experience however differs widely from optical experiences 
(except in allegories, to which I shall return).  
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Adorno's insight that Benjamin "differs from all other philosophers because his thought does not 
unfold on the terrain of concepts" ("Erinnerungen" 83) is one-sided and exaggerated. So is his little 
aphorism, written for an early introduction, that "the rebus grows into the model for Benjamin's 
philosophy" ("Charakteristik" 14). Nonetheless, the rebus -- a puzzle representing a concept or a  name by 
means of  pictures suggesting its components -- is one of the plebeian "radicals" of Benjamin's proceeding. 
In sum, it is evident that on the operative micro-level of CH Benjamin undertakes a replacement of key 
concepts as architectonic bearers of the text's meanings with what he called  images -- both metaphors and 
agential figures, such as the Chess-Player and the Angel of History.  

The theoretical justification of such devaluation of concepts, their break-up and/or replacement, is 
that all human relationships have been stymied by commodification. The hegemonic understanding we get 
of them is in the overarching and limiting frame of economically constricted politics not only inescapably 
conceptual, but the concepts are then organized into a closed system. This is a corrupt and mystifying way 
of understanding; negating its hegemonic negation would thus be the only way to a new valid experience 
(cf. Jennings 70-77, Opitz 15-16). Benjamin excels at such salutary destruction; which obversely also 
means that his own concepts are seldom stable or univocal. Of course, articulated thinking without 
conceptual categories is impossible (at any rate in a complex society). Benjamin knew this very well: "To 
be a dialectician means to have the wind of history in one's sails. The sails are the concepts. But it is not 
enough to have sails...." (GS V: 592). Instead of a closed conceptual system, his construction insists on a 
new method of understanding the always historical experience: "To organize pessimism means to discover 
the space of images (Bildraum ) within the space of political action" (GS I: 1234, also II: 309; italics DS). 
What he  seems to have attempted is the braiding of some new or revalued concepts -- such as Jetztzeit, 
which seems a contamination of the mystical Nu with Bergson's condensed time (for the latter see Hillach 
218) -- with the metaphors and figures. The methodological slogan he found for this double procedure of 
destroying linked conceptuality and employing instead pregnant imagery (which I would nonetheless insist 
was also shot through with conceptuality) is: "always radically, never consistently" (Briefe 425). Less 
paradoxically, I would call this procedure formally and methodologically  but not conceptually consistent.  

This key decision may be seen in the following note, which partakes of a general Weimar tendency 
toward and debate about Anschaulichkeit -- vividness, visualizability: 

A central problem of historical materialism...: must the Marxist understanding of history really 
be bought at the price of its Anschaulichkeit? Or: in what way could one combine heightened 
Anschaulichkeit with the implementing of the Marxist method. The first stage of this way will 
be to transplant the montage principle into history. That is, to build the large constructs out of 
the smallest, sharply and cuttingly wrought elements. Even to find the crystal of the total event 
in the analysis of the single moment. That is, to break with the vulgar historical naturalism. To 
grasp the construction of history as such. As the structure of the commentary. (GS V: 575) 

At times, some overemphatic statements even suggest debarring conceptuality, as at the beginning  of a 
fragment from the section "Antiquities" in Einbahnstrasse: "PRAYER MILL. The living will is only fed by 
a presented image...."  (GS IV: 116) Yet this "chimerical immediacy of images" could be consubstantial 
with "an organized self-blockading of consciousness" (Hillach 197), such as is -- as Benjamin made it into 
a leitmotif  of his unfinished Passagen-Werk -- necessarily practiced by the bourgeoisie of Baudelaire's 
"Paris as the capital of 19th Century," in a spectrum derived from reification and commodity fetishism but 
determining its whole epistemology and politics (I have attempted to follow this up in "Utopianism").  
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In sum: Benjamin's general strategy is to refuse providing  the thematically expected defined concept 
-- and even less any syllogistic or other formal linkage of concepts -- in any compact and transportable 
manner, but to situate understanding as it were stereometrically at the crossroads of an array of brief and 
pointed illuminations evoking different "frames of reference": a proceeding akin to Surrealism (cf. also 
Wellbery 43). His sentences often proceed by double or triple negation; as a rule, they "do not entail" 
(Sontag 24).  

The result of diffidence against conceptual systems and monocausal linkages is an image or metaphor 
in key, strategic textual places. This has long been noted by commentators: "With Benjamin, metaphor 
becomes the law of his descriptions" (Szondi 305). One has to interpret the important Benjamin texts as 
one would a poem by Shelley or Celan. In some cases the extended metaphor culminates in a tableau -- a 
complex, arrested scene (cf. Bloch or the end of Gogol's Inspector General). Best examples are  the 
Automaton and the Angel in CH. As in Surrealism or (one of Benjamin's favourite parallels) in the child's 
thinking, the image is on the frontline of new cognition. It is so rich that it cannot be verbally deployed into 
full analytic readability: it is not a re-cognition or immediately recognizable, it has a new frame of reference 
which is sometimes supplied and sometimes not. This accounts for the puzzle (Vexierbild ) character of 
Benjamin's images: they are meant to have a cognitive frame of reference -- to be erkennbar -- but that 
frame has to be disambiguated by meditating upon the image for whose comprehension it is in turn 
indispensable. In that sense, Benjamin is perhaps the Magritte of critical theory. We could call CH "Ceci 
n'est pas une théologie," as in Magritte's famous title for a picture, "Ceci n'est pas une pipe." And just as in 
Magritte, the only way to avoid the vicious hermeneutic circle (explaining A by B for whose understanding 
A is needed) is to grasp the pervasive historicity of both image and frame.  

In the second half of the 1930s Benjamin tended increasingly to define the image, first, as deeply 
complicit with a dream-image (Traumbild ) of the collective unconscious, in an idiosyncratic amalgam of  
Freud und Marx; and second, as connected with the past – as “that in which what has been (das Gewesene) 
flashes with the now (Jetzt) into a constellation” (GS V: 576). This links with the function of images to 
exorcise dynamics: “In the images the dreamer can find rest, eternity.... And his dream seems most perfect 
when he succeeds to rob movement itself of its sting .... Thus to tell nature to stop within a framework of 
fading images, this is the dreamer’s lust. To put them under a spell with a renewed call is the poet’s gift 
(GS IV.1: 427). It remains unclear what would be such a “renewed call”  and how such a “space of images” 
could attain the wished-for  exploration of contradictions. Politically speaking, if one talks about a whole 
society, who sleeps and who wakes up? How and when?  

 

1.4. The Figural Tableaux  

I suggest that CH could be analyzed by focusing on the three "figural tableaux" in Sections 1, 9, and 
(speculatively) 18, that is: the Chess-Player, the Angel, and the not really presented  Messiah to whom I 
shall return. But even if CH is not based on systematic concepts but largely on metaphors, images, and 
other tropes, the relation of such topologies to other, not only imagistic short forms -- the aphorism, the 
cognitive flash (Einfall ), and what Benjamin tried to define as thought-image (Denkbild) -- becomes 
central. The non-imagistic or non-metaphoric passages cannot just be forgotten. A common denominator 
for all their propositions must be found, where the images do not function as logical proofs (for they cannot 
do that) yet partake in a coherent argument which may -- in time! -- stabilize them  (cf. Missac 88-90).  
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The abyss between people’s experience in the age of world wars and civil wars and the old norms or 
authorities, and in particular between the experience of intellectuals who felt heavily their mass 
powerlessness and the decay of cognitive meaningfulness called for new authorities. Methodologically this 
means that any new authority has to prove itself in the feedback with bodily life, “to orient itself towards 
the particular specific sensuality of things” (Fiebach 116). Pleasure can no more be shuffled off to the 
bright future; but at the same time the danger here also arises that any and all authority, however indirect or 
exercised from the societal basis upward, would be refused in favour of the narcissism of ego.  

Benjamin -- who had already in his first great investigation into the Baroque Trauerspiel found in 
allegory the key to the relation of doctrine to fiction -- was in his investigation of Brecht, Kafka, and 
Baudelaire faced with the key question about the form of modern allegory, which in narrative means some 
loose form of parable. I would today formulate his stance, or at least his kind of stance, as follows: Just as 
people have now to rely on a new,. bodily and sensual experience, the allegory has to rely on the image. 
After the Death of God in the 19th Century, allegory can no longer subordinate the “vehicle” (the manifest 
level of writing, prominently the level of images) to the already accepted doctrinal and ideological meaning 
supposedly vehiculated (“tenor”), say from Plato and Christianity to Kant and Hegel, and indeed Marx. The 
“body” – in the writing and the writer – that is present here and now can no longer be trivialised to focus on 
the “soul” (idea). This holds even more strongly for pragmatico-ideological doctrines of power, be they of 
bourgeois-capitalist  or of Stalinist origin,  where abstractions (such as the Free Market or the Party State) 
advance to destiny of people while their bodies suffer want and death. The sensual, particularly present 
surface – the writing figures and tropes of the allegory – grow into the at least equipollent, if not the only 
understandable, level. An example can be seen in the disenfranchised man, the waiting room, door, and 
doorkeeper of Kafka’ s story as opposed to The Law. Thus, a new allegory can rescue the critique from the 
best old emblems (say Breughel’s) and carry it across the epistemic epochal gap, but it cannot function any 
longer in the name of an existing systematically closed doctrine but only in the name of a new, open system  
(see on system Suvin ) budding in or confirmed by the allegory itself. As Brecht formulated it, the teaching 
or doctrine exists for the learner, not vice versa; and this can also be seen in the Bauhaus practice, in 
Schwitters, Moholy-Nagy, Schlemmer, and Benjamins beloved Klee. It grows visible in the three pivotal 
allegorical figures, the Angel and the Chess Automaton of CH.  And I believe it is adumbrated in the case 
of the third and for the future decisive, but characteristically missing, great allegory, the Messiah.  

Here I can only begin a first sketch of an argument for the, as it were, zero-presence of a Messiah 
figure in CH. It is in the final text mentioned (I think) only twice, as the "weak messianic power" given to 
each generation in Section 4, and then in the memorable Section 6 dealing with the redemption of the 
oppressed past and of its dead, a tradition of the dominated class which is always hugely endangered by 
"the enemy who has not ceased winning." The envisaged counterforce to this enemy, obviously needed for 
"the fighting, oppressed class" (Section 12) to win, borrows its name from the Judeo-Christian politico-
religious discourse: "For the Messiah does not arrive only as the Redeemer; he arrives as the vanquisher 
(Überwinder) of the Antichrist" (Section 6).  

Both the precise meaning and the figural status of these laconic but quite key mentions are up in the 
air. The Messiah can obviously not be imagined as an individual super-Christ, super-Lenin or Nietzschean 
Overman, but as a figural abbreviation for the force bringing about the end of the old world of class history 
and the instauration of a classless society. That is to be read off clearly from five notes on the "messianic 
world" in Benjamin's  preparatory writings. The first note (GS I: 1232), dealing with Marx's "basic 
notions," polemicizes against the epigonal idea that one of them, the classless society, is to be understood 
as "the final point of a historical evolution," for such an automatic  machine allows the workers' parties to 
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adjourn indefinitely the famous "revolutionary situation." To the contrary, notes Benjamin, "the genuinely 
messianic aspect [or face, Gesicht]  of the concept of classless society must be restored to it, in the interest 
of the revolutionary politics by the proletariat itself." The remaining four notes supply particulars of the 
"messianic world," which is one of celebratory language and celebratory, truly universal history; of 
liberated, oral prose -- as in the essay on "The Storyteller" -- that would be totally translatable, 
understandable by everybody as the language of birds is by the Sunday children (Sonntagskindern); of 
"many-sided and integral actuality" -- as in the "image-space (Bildraum )" of the essay on "Surrealism"; in 
brief, the world of a classless time and a folktale or Earthly Paradise chronotope, incommensurable "with 
that of the struggle for the classless society" (ibid. 1234-35, 1239, 1245). Clearly, Marx is here the definer 
of the way to a situation that is nearer to the parameters of Rousseau, Fourier or indeed the millenarian 
tradition. Together with the "weakness" (but not absence!) of the messianic force at the moment of 
Benjamin's writing, this may in part explain why the Messiah does not appear in any figural tableau 
comparable to the Chess-Player and the Angel. Yet it may also suggest why to my mind the logic of 
Benjamin's text cries out for an allegorical figuration -- or at least prefiguration -- of the Messiah, which 
would be articulated so memorably  as to be comparable to the other two main image-figures, the Chess-
Player and the Angel.  

 

 

2. A POINTER TOWARD ANALYZING "CH"  

 

2.1. General Theme 

I take this to be: What is happening in, or better as history, or: how is history to be understood as 
happening? As is well known, Benjamin refuses "progress" as explanation and justification of history. Its 
destruction is fairly clear in conceptual terms. "Progress" is defined by its antonym: life as seen from the 
oppressed classes is a permanent "state of emergency" (Ausnahmezustand, meaning also "martial law"). 
The movement of history is not (as liberals, social-democrats, and orthodox communists in their different 
ways all believed) one from barbarism to civility, but these two intimately intermingle in each and every 
historical legacy. In fascism, the ever-present barbarity has simply rid itself of the civilization intermixture. 
But this also implies the equally ever-present "tradition of the oppressed," the source of all true civilization, 
which may be mobilized at a given moment (perhaps at any properly used moment) just as startlingly and  
powerfully as fascism was.  

Therefore, the present is not part of a more or less automatic upward arrow of history going into an 
ever better future, but the locus in which all the past defeats and lessons may be redeemed. Benjamin 
focusses exclusively on a "constellation" of endangered present plus helpful past. The constellation is 
created by a disembodied theoretical eye and produces a complex, figural image. Thence his recurrent 
privileged stance of looking backward, assumed not only by his Angel impotently looking on the ruins of 
history but also by his ideal historian (GS I: 1235-37) fitting the ruins together into a new, helpful 
construction. Memory ("remembrance," Eingedenken) is strongly valorized, planning and long-term 
prospects are strongly downplayed. History is a catastrophe of violences and injustices, not to be brought to 
a perfect culmination but to be interrupted. Benjamin's method arrests time, since its course was not on his 
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side. The image's "arrested dialectics" (GS V: 577, N2a, 3) also neutralize the story. Against "progress," 
this method enlists helpers: "the aid of image in discourse, the aid of the proletariat, and perhaps the aid of 
the Messiah in history" (Missac 114, and cf. all of 113-21). It answers all the shocks of modern urbanized 
and commodified life by means of a mega-shock: pulling the emergency brake (Notbremse) on the train of 
history; neutralizing the future.  

 

2.2. Division and Grouping  

I shall now proceed to a synoptic division and grouping of CH adopting the fundamental tripartition into 
parts A, B, and C as well as some arguments from Kaiser (43ff.), but using it -- by adding most other 
elements -- to purposes different and probably opposed to his:   

 

TABLE: DIVISION AND GROUPING OF CH 

 

KEY TO THE DIVISION  

PART (Kaiser's)/ SECTION # (Benjamin's): Theme/s 

 

Place of Pivot  in Division:   FIGURE (Section#) 

 
   MIDDLE OF DIVISION: theme (Section#); domain 

 

 CH  TEXT  

A/ 1-7: Marxism and Theology, Salvation  

Pivot at beginning:  CHESS-PLAYER (1) 

MIDDLE OF A/: class-struggle (#4); relation to political history 

 

B/ 8-13: Against Progress 

Pivot at 1/3 along, toward Middle:   ANGEL (9) 

MIDDLE OF B/: ecology (#11); relation to nature  
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C/ 14-18: Saving constellations   

[Pivot at 2/3 toward End?:  MESSIAH (oo = SIGN FOR INFINITY)]  

MIDDLE OF C/: new Now (#16); relation to time 

 

The central "destructive" figure is in CH the Angel of (non-progressive, catastrophic) History. The 
central "constructive" figure (much less clear) is the Chess-Player, a Messianic prefiguration as conflictual 
union of Marxist-Leninist revolution and a political quasi-theology. This is mainly a "negative theology": 
the Messiah should arrive to redeem the oppressed, but even his lineaments cannot yet be discerned; as 
Hamlet said, readiness is all.  

The units numbered by Benjamin 1-18, usually called "theses," will here be called sections. In the 
three postulated "groups" there are respectively 7, 6, and 5 sections, and they take up about 4, 4, and 3 
pages in GS I:  693-703 (the so-called "Anhang" of A and B appended to Section 18 seems to be better left 
with the other important paralipomena, see GS I: 1254-59). Group C/ is smaller in both respects; it may, 
subject to other and more weighty arguments,  be read as the place where the incompleteness emerges. I 
analyze this at length in a following essay, focusing in particular on the interaction of the two (potentially 
three) allegorical figures and cruces. Here I shall concentrate only on Benjamin's temporal and historical 
horizons, though CH demands a much fuller analysis.  

 

 

3. TIME AND HISTORY, IMAGE AND STORY 

 

3.1. The Refusal of the Future  

As a movement denying the fated, divine, automatic aspect of Hegel's dialectics (the synthesis), Benjamin's 
"dialectics in arrest" fits well into an absolutely necessary critique of overconfident "Progress," which in 
fact began as and remains the bourgeois "religion of the future" (Raspail, in Angenot 11), even though it 
was adopted by both social-democrats and communists (the latter not named in CH, I think for tactical 
reasons). As I have argued in a prior study ("Two Cheers"), the quintessentially capitalist and liberal 
ideology of progress reposes on the fusion of three factors: 1/ an irreversible temporal flow, which 
presupposes an overall linearity regardless of local eddies; 2/ a steady technical, economical and/or moral 
improvement; and 3/ a monocausal determinism. This pseudo-Darwinian upward arrow of evolution was at 
times shared by Marx; but to his great honour he practically abandons "progress" in the body of Das 
Kapital, which is precisely the place where Marx ceases to use that term without critical irony (Balibar 98). 
Benjamin's negative critique seems  to me of a piece with Marx's note on India, which affirms that only 
after the socialist revolution "human progress will no more be similar to that monstrous pagan idol who 
wanted to drink nectar only out of the skulls of the slain" (MEW 9: 226.).  
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Yet first, the price of Benjamin's refusal of a complex interaction between present, past, and future is 
very high, and may be seen in the difference to Marx's dialectics which "understand each form in the flux of 
movement" (Marx, MEW 23: 28). Benjamin tried to forcibly yoke together Marxian dialectics and his 
"image space" in the new term of a "dialectical image." This term (which is not really an image but an 
attempt at a new concept) seems to me aporetic.  The temporality of an image is frozen, however 
historically flowing its coming about and its effects may be and whatever tensions might be contained 
within its arrested balance, while the temporality of dialectics is, from Plato through Hegel to Marx and 
Bloch, unthinkable without a playing out of contradictions in time. Therefore, to base  the understanding of 
historical time exclusively in and on the "flashing Now" when it becomes cognizable by the critic  (cf. 
Hillach 186-91) seems to me an exemplary case of reduction of politics to epistemology. Is the difference 
between Benjamin and Marx then, as many have suggested, one of aporetic paradox to dialectics, or Jewish 
apocalypse to socialist revolution? In part yes, I think: in Benjamin's eschatological aspect, not ubiquitous 
but very strong in CH, paradox obtains: "the worse the better" (Kaiser 51), or, chances of salvation grow 
with danger. As his friend Brecht put it:  

MAC. Gerettet, gerettet! Ja, ich fühle es, 

Wo die Not am grössten, ist die Hilfe am nächsten.  

[I'm saved, I'm saved! Yes, I feel it,/ Where the need is greatest, help is nearest.] 

But this ending of the Threepenny Opera (Dreigroschen-Finale) is highly ironic, while Benjamin seems to 
mean it straight (mysticism is very rarely humorous). And classical dialectics unites both "the worse the 
better" and "the worse the worse"; as Marx put it in The Poverty of Philosophy: poverty is not only poverty 
but also revolt. Benjamin's fruitful splice of Marx and apocalypse maintains that the catastrophe of 
capitalism is lawfully unavoidable but NOT the victory of socialism: that is, worse may come -- some 
variant of fascism or other barbaric new formation.  

And second, what  instead of Progress? For Benjamin, the time of any established class order will be 
constructed as continuous and homogenous (for ex., the clock-time of the bourgeoisie) but qualitatively 
"empty." Opposed to it is a discontinuous and qualitative time of virtuality or productive possibility, 
branching, mutating, etc. (Maler 298, and cf. Gurvitch). It is "a field of forces" (GS V: 587),  "blasted out" 
of the bad continuum; and its most exasperated or condensed guise is the messianic irruption point of 
Jetztzeit. The Positivistic historiographic horizon, which matured in the Holy Alliance age of stasis, of a 
really existing fixed past, was expressed by Ranke in the famous  slogan of "wie es eigentlich gewesen" 
(Geschichte der romanischen und germanischen Völker, 1824); in Benjamin's diametrical opposition, the 
politics of the critic's present "gains primacy over history" (GS V: 1057). In a less cryptically condensed 
formulation: "the political categories [ought] to be shaped into theoretical ones," and applied not only to 
what is present but also to what is past (GS V: 1026f.). So far so good: or, given what Benjamin defines as 
politics and history, this is so far a reasonable and above all consistent stance.  

But if it is not the upward arrow of progress, then what is it that gives an intelligibility to history? 
What can be used to organize events into a story that makes sense? Making sense  is to my mind 
"anthropologically" inescapable: what various Post-Modern Lyotards are doing in their epic story to end all 
epics -- bound to the same apocalyptic delusion which made US President Wilson believe he was entering a 
world war to end all wars -- is saying that nonsense makes sense to them: primarily, I believe, because both 
the World Bank and the Marxian intelligibility or historicity do not make sense to them. Yet if history is a 
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process rather than a final product, what are the forces, the collective agents, in it, and what is their logic? It 
seems clear today, negatively, that Marx's unconcluded opus is also inconclusive: it does not give what we 
can today use as an operative answer. But then, this difficulty is also, dialectically, an advantage, from 
which we may crystallize two major achievements and methodological lessons that set the stage for 
articulating any acceptable answer: his tools of demystification (quite akin to a procedure that Brecht will 
later develop as a stance of estrangement) and critique (see Suvin-Angenot).  

Thus, two problems seem to me prominent in the "Messianic materialism" (Wohlfarth 151) of 
Benjamin's CH. First, there is no final figurative tableau analogous to Chess-Player and Angel but to my 
mind demanded by the argumentation; for CH sets up an expectation that, given a Messianic constellation, 
a Gramscian historical block would reach enough self-confidence to intervene in history (as Benjamin 
phrased it two years earlier, II: 488) -- but then leaves totally blank any prospect on just how might this be 
even approached. Second, image is opposed to story. As explained in 2.2 above, I speak here only to the 
second point.  

 

3.2. The Refusal of Stories  

"Geschichte zerfällt in Bilder, nicht in Geschichten -- History disintegrates into images not hi/stories," 
affirmed Benjamin (GS V: 596, N 11,4). But if there is no story, only images and their constellations, there 
is also no acting subject outside of the impersonal Benjaminian narration and the image-puzzle. Is this of a 
piece with the absence of future in Benjamin? Much speaks for that: for ex., the linking of past and present 
is effected by an "involuntary memory" which -- to my mind puzzlingly -- "never evokes... a flow but only 
an image" (GS I: 1243, also V: 577)! The jump that forms a constellation out of "What Was and What Is 
[is] not of a temporal but of a dialectical nature" (GS V: 578, N3,1): if so, the goal of political critique is 
denied in favour of "pure" epistemology. For Benjamin "story" is bad because history is bad; but if we 
cannot tell a better story (and Benjamin tries, but only in cryptic images and hints), then there will never be 
a good history. Is there in Benjamin a taboo on the future: good old Jewish habit, present even -- but not 
damagingly -- in Marx? Here a comparison with one of the few works by Marx which Benjamin had 
studied (visiting Brecht in 1938, see GS VII: 474), the 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, becomes 
mandatory, for in it "the tradition of the dead generations" is a nightmare preying on the brains of those 
living now. For Marx, the orientation toward the past -- such as the Jacobin mimicry of Roman 
republicanism -- was an invocation of ghosts inducing the self-deception needful for the ascent of a new 
ruling class, while the proletarian social revolution cannot constitute itself before liquidating "all 
superstition about the past," which means it "cannot draw its poetry from the past but only from the future" 
(MEW 8: 117, and see 111ff.). CH may also be read as a retraction of such a confident horizon: for 
Benjamin, as noted earlier, Marx's crucial category of class struggle culminating in revolution is still 
supremely necessary, but it may well fail if the messianic moment slips by.   

Thus, Benjamin's implication that if there is no progress there is no future – except if a highly 
uncertain irruption of the Messiah happens -- means he is still in thrall of the equation future = progress 
(Anders 348-49). This is a well-known  trope in and of the radically disaffected High Modernist wing: we 
are caught in an everlasting present that is hell (Strindberg, Kafka, Sartre). No doubt, this translates into a 
comprehensible chronotope and powerful theological figure a most profound experience by many of us. Yet 
without a story -- that is, agents attempting actions in view of an overall change -- this static chronotope 
may paralyze all action.3/ As a rule it then issues in slogans such as: all is lost in advance, it cannot get 
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worse, it's all the same anyway -- a dark night in which all cat(astrophe)s are grey. Benjamin opposes to this 
the idea of a messianic Now as proletarian revolution. I find this the crucial knot for judging CH today. Is it 
sufficiently articulated? What is Jetztzeit? Is it believable to confine it to ending the past while denying any 
orientation toward a future -- say, as a complex, non-"progressivist" field of possibilities, of  differing but 
not impossible worlds? Is Benjamin's nunc stans more than the mystical moment or (as laicized) the 
esthetical moment, when understanding and plenitude of life somehow coincide? And since the horizon of 
CH is firmly (and laudably) political, what is the role of the "historical materialist" as theoretical cognizer 
in relation to the Subject of history, Benjamin's "struggling oppressed class" (cf. Greffrath 30-32)? 

If the metaphor of the moment, however "explosive,"  is clearly insufficient even for the briefest 
"profane" revolution unless it were an instantaneous miracle (but even the New Testament story of loaves 
and fishes is better articulated), how is this end of history to be envisaged? The longing and the vanishing 
point (Fluchtpunkt ) is there in Benjamin, but no narration with spacetime and agents in a Possible World. 
And further -- though this is secondary -- what after the profane Judgment Day? As was mentioned earlier, 
there are some suggestive hints about the utopian "messianic world" as festive (cf. I: 1232-45), but scarcely 
more.  

It is probable nothing more concrete was available to a radical intellectual in 1939/40 (or today) than 
a hint of "weak messianic power." It is a precious hint, but not enough. The stone does not excuse the 
fallen: so much the worse for the fallen. We may echo the famous quip that the whole Russian literature 
emerges out of Gogol's Overcoat by saying that all radical Left intellectuals and thinking today emerge out 
of Benjamin's attempt to understand catastrophic history. This is a major reason for his posthumous fame.  

 

3.3. For How Long Is an Arrested Moment Arrested? 

Even for a provisional conclusion, today it is mandatory to ask: How is Benjamin's "standstill" or "arrest" 
different from Fukuyama's and the World Bank's "end of history" or post-histoire? Is it just an epistemic 
animal in order to understand better, or is it an ontological, as it were fated animal, sliding over into the 
ontology of history itself which cannot move any more, for the power-structure of capitalism is forever 
unshakable? Can it be a dynamic arrest (coiled spring) or only a point of rest (punctured tire)? A tired 
fugitive is acceptable; but is it a chained arrested prisoner chafing at her fetters or a vanquished renegade 
confessing he was wrong to rebel? In other words: for just how long may the moment be arrested? This 
oscillates in Benjamin and is finally unresolved (Missac 115). Yet it is one matter to stop in order to digest 
the cognitive -- epistemological -- shock, another to prolong this indefinitely in despair at the difficulties of 
passing from understanding to effective -- political -- change. Furthermore, who is to effect change? Where 
in Benjamin is the agential mediation, the plebeian movement? His overt polemic with the Social-
Democrats and hidden polemic with the 1930s Communists, together with his disgust at the retreat of the 
bourgeoisie from its radical past, may have led him to disbelieve in Luxemburg's General Strike or Lukács's 
Party;  is there any new "rainbow" variant that might be imagined? If there is no even theoretically and 
cryptically envisaged movement, how and by whom can any messianic moment ever be seized? Benjamin's 
whole discourse about the "monad" opens wide the door to a self-enclosed balancing. Any Messiah must 
have temporal space (that is future) to act: the monad must open up and become dynamic.  

If Benjamin's was indeed a messianic materialism, then the complete lack of articulating the 
messianic forces and chronotopes is a central lacuna within his own horizon. I do not mean by this any 
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banal faulting of Benjamin for not showing us a force that was not on his horizon, much less a triumphant 
finale. But the lack of at least a possibility of thinking further, at least an image-springboard as vivid as the 
Chess-Player and the Angel, is striking. Speaking within the logic of Benjamin's text, the Messiah was 
offering himself as such a vivid occasion. Instead, we get the Jetztzeit, the arrested moment, and the 
monad. While there are memorable formulations and single metaphors after "thesis" or Section 9, the 
imagistic vividness, which for Benjamin also meant the cognitive "boldfacing," of CH culminates in the 
unhappy Angel of History.  The absence of even a clear set of preconditions for the messianic horizon then 
in turn structures the whole of CH as a text whose grasp -- for better and for worse -- exceeds its reach. In 
most of its strategic moments, the unsaid (le non-dit) structures the said. This is why it remains a precious 
pointer toward developing at least an approximation to "a theory of history" that Benjamin required (see his 
citation from 1.1), starting from which not only fascism but also the 21st Century's exploitative terrorisms 
may be seen -- and at the same time a defective, not only conceptually but even methodically incomplete 
start.  

Nietzsche's correct criterion was: "only he who builds the future has a right to judge the past" (283). 
Let us interpret the building in the most generous sense: she who clears the grounds for an interpretation is 
also a builder -- but not he who hinders. An arrested monad hinders.  

Of course what I have so far pointed out is not the whole story but only one -- yet I think today the 
main -- strand of  CH. And a defence of Benjamin might well be mounted on many counts. First of all, we 
wrongly see his fascist-caused end as his telos. In fact, the later 1930s may be seen as a phase of precipitous 
retreat from Benjamin's equally exaggerated but symmetrically obverse super-optimism about humanising 
socialist uses of technique in "The Work of Art" phase.  Thus, we shall, alas, never know what 
modifications in CH would he have envisaged after, say, 1944. And second, to mention just one  element of 
such a defence, it would for me be based on his conclusion about Kafka, whose prose relates to doctrine as 
in the Jewish tradition the Haggadah stories and anecdotes did to the Halacha. They are quasi-parables 
whose tenor is opaque because the doctrine how to organize life and work, necessary to explain them, is 
missing (in the writer and in the world): "Sie ist nicht da; wir können höchstens sagen, dass dies und jenes 
auf sie anspielt" (“The doctrine is not present, we can at best say that this or that suggests it” -- GS II.2: 
420). The great letter to Scholem of June 12, 1938, culminates then in this surprising, quite clear and 
explicit, great flash of an image: "Kafkas poetic writings... do not simply lie down at the feet of the 
doctrine, as Haggadah relates to Halacha. When they have knuckled under, they raise unexpectedly a heavy 
paw against it (GB 6: 113) 

Dichtungen... legen sich der Lehre nicht schlicht zu Fuessen wie sich die Hagada der Halacha zu 
Fuessen liegt. Wenn sie sich gekuscht haben, heben sie unversehens eine gewichtige Pranke gegen sie." 
The lion's paw creating poetic images not conforming to conceptual doctrine is, of course, Benjamin's.   

 

 

But our  aim should be, as Brecht said to Benjamin of Kafka, to "formulate practicable suggestions 
which can be extracted from his [writings]" (GS VI: 528). In order to do that, I believe we must first clear 
the grounds of what is not practicable.  
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Notes  

*/ The present essay flows out of my teaching on Benjamin in the 1990s, culminating in an Honours 
tutorial for Ms. Heather Keenleyside (to whom I'm grateful for stimulating questions) and a seminar course 
on "Bild" (exemplified by Benjamin and Brecht) at the Bauhaus University, both in 2000. A first short 
version was published in Neohelicon in 2001, for which I'm grateful to my old friend Jozsef Szili. My 
thanks for the guest professorship go to Gerhard Schweppenhaeuser and Dean Lorenz Engell in Weimar, 
and for helpful discussions and materials also to Michael Loewy, Thomas Weber, and Erdmut Wizisla. I 
have left Benjamin's book titles in German for they are sometimes untranslatable, but note that  Ursprung 
des deutschen Trauerspiels might be rendered as Origin of the German Trauerspiel and Einbahnstrasse as 
One-Way Street. All unattributed translations are mine.  

1/ There are also testimonies by Benjamin (for ex. his letters in GB) that he was, alongside the growing 
meditations on politics quite inescapable after 1929, deeply engaged in an epistemology of history during 
the whole ensuing decade.  

CH, this important work by Benjamin -- possibly intended as a provisional testament, certainly taken 
as such -- was left by him without a final title; the present one was suggested by Adorno, who is well 
known for being at important points unable or unwilling to honour his friend's horizon.  

I have also on purpose left out a number of other possibly cognate discussions (for ex. on the 
Denkbild), of which perhaps the most important one would be what Benjamin meant by or used as 
allegory. Its complexity is such that the latest article by Lindner is far from exhausting it in 15,000 words. 
The present essay might be of use as an inductive approach to it.  

2/ See for much more on this important nexus my essay "Reflections on What Remains of Zamyatin's We 
after the Change of Leviathans: Must Collectivism Be against People?" now essay 11 in my Defined by a 
Hollow: Essays on Utopia, Science Fiction, and Political Epistemology. Oxford: P. Lang, 2010. 

3/ I have approached the difference between metaphor -- even a metaphoric system -- and story at some 
length in "On Metaphoricity  and  Narrativity in  Fiction,"  SubStance no. 48 (1986): 51-67.   
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